
Ceilidh Meo is the driving force behind ZAP 
Studio. She combines the lofty dreams, schemes 
and projects of an artist with the down-to-earth 
practicality of farming.

The “ZAP” in “ZAP Studio” stands for “Zombie 
Apocalypse Preparedness” and, while Ceilidh 
acknowledges that this is the least likely of all 
apocalyptic scenarios, it is also the one that many
people spend the most time thinking about.

Everyone wants an awesome team to deal with 
the zombie invasion and most know who they 
would pick to cover the fighting side of the 
equation. But often, they completely forget that 
in order to survive, you need people who know 
how to save seeds, grow them, preserve the food,
care for animals, spin yarn, make clothes, think 
creatively and get s@#* done!

ZAP Studio workshops bring together all the 
skills in Ceilidh’s “U for Useful” file to increase 
your team’s chance of survival, should the 
zombie apocalypse happen any time soon.*

* The workshops will also allow you to impress all your 
family friends and colleagues with the cool stuff you’ve 
learned in the event that the zombie apocalypse never 
happens.

Send an email to ceilidh.meo@gmail.com to join 
the mailing list for workshop dates, times, 
location and other exciting news from the studio.

You can also ring Ceilidh on 0418 557 281 to 
have a chat about customising a workshop for 
you or your group.

The “U for Useful” file contains information on 
all this and MORE:

• Intro to Permaculture and Beyond the Basics 
of Permaculture Design including How to 
host a permablitz;

• Whole Farm Planning inc Keyline Design and
Implementation, Integrated Pest Management,
Biodiversity Improvement, Organic Farming, 
Basic Biodynamics;

• Fibre crafts;
• Women's’ Circles;
• Artist retreats incorporating Creative thinking

and problem solving, Finding your Creativity 
and Getting S@#* Done;

• How to make and use natural cleaning 
products including Soapmaking;

• Self Sufficiency including Seed saving, 
growing, food presevation and intentional 
fermentation, Cheese and Butter making, 
dressing and preparing home grown meat, 
How to make and use olive oil, Animal care 
basics (backyard poultry, rabbits etc);

• Creating a Household Budget and Sticking to 
It;

• Use and maintenance of chainsaws and other 
2-stroke equipment.

ZAP Studio presents

All the mad 
skills you 
wish you 
had!
As our population ages, we are losing valuable 
skills in how to be self sufficient and practical. 
As we spend more time on the World Wide Web 
and less in the Wide World outside, we are 
forgetting how to interact in a sustainable way 
with nature. Check out our programs for ways to 
change your life for the better by learning some 
of the “U for Useful” old time skills.
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Upcoming workshop series:
Fibre to Finished Object
A series of workshops introducing 
you to the textile arts.

Running over 12 weeks, these workshops 
will introduce participants to the skills 
required to go from raw fibre to a finished 
object of various construction types. 10% 
discount available for Government issued 
concession card holders. Places limited to 8 
participants per workshop, all materials and 
equipment supplied.

Felting
Cost $100, Conc $90
Learn the basics of both wet and needle 
felting for fabric construction and artistic 
expression. Participants will take home the 
supplied equipment.

Spinning
Cost $150, Conc $135
Come and test your hand/eye coordination 
using spindles to make yarn on the go! For 
those feeling adventurous, you can test your 
hand/eye/foot coordination on the spinning 
wheels; it’s not as easy as it seems! 

Participants are encouraged to bring an 
apron or wear old clothes for this 
workshop. You will be able to take the 
spindles and extra fibre home with you.

Dyeing with Commercial Dyes
Cost $150, Conc $135
Mix and match colours of diverse tone and 
tint as you create custom dyed yarns for your 
next fabulous project. Participants will take 
home 400g hand dyed yarn each. You are 
encouraged to bring an apron or wear old 
clothes for this workshop.  Dyes will be 
available for purchase at an additional cost.

Crochet
Cost $100, Conc $90
The magic of sticks and string is revealed in 
this workshop where participants will learn 
how to read patterns, various cast on 
techniques for working in the round or row-
by-row and the difference between American 
and Australian crochet terminology (or “Why
your work may not look like the picture 
provided”!). Participants are invited to 
contribute their crochet pieces towards a 
charity item for auction to raise money for 
Bendigo’s homeless services.

Knitting
Cost $100, Conc $90
Once you’ve mastered one needle and yarn, 
try your hand at two needles and yarn! The 
magic of sticks and string will continue in 
this hands on workshop where participants 
will learn how to read a pattern, the 
importance of the gauge swatch, how to cast 
on, the difference between knit and purl 
stitches, basic increase and decrease stitches 
and how to cast off. Each participant will 
have their very own cropped cardigan to take 
home at the end of the day! Needles and 
excess yarn are also yours to keep.

Tapestry Weaving
Cost $250, Conc $225
This workshop will cover the basics of 
weaving construction which can be 
transferred to other loom styles. Participants 
will be making their own Instagram-worthy 
art in no time! You will also get to take home 
the tapestry loom at the end of the day.

Book all workshops at the same 
time and receive a further 10% 
discount; a saving of up to $85! 
Imagine the fibre or yarn you 
could purchase with that?!


